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A few years ago, at a dinner party, Trey Lockerbie, founder and CEO of kombucha company Better Booch, met billionaire Warren Buffett. He took the opportunity to ask him some questions about the investment, Lockerbie said on The Good Life podcast with Sean Murray on December 14. Lockerbie, who at the time was an avid options
trader (a riskier method of investing in which a trader can bet which way the swing market), asked Buffett if Benjamin Graham's books - which was Buffett's mentor - were somewhat outdated. Graham wrote Security Analysis in 1934 and Intelligent Investor in 1949.Buffett - widely regarded as the best living investor - has used the same
value investment strategy taught by Graham for decades. So Buffett suggested that Lockerbie reread Graham's books and focus on chapters on investment psychology, Lockerbie said. In addition, Lockerbie told The Good Life, Buffett recommended reading two books by economics commentator George Goodman, who wrote under the
pseud Adam Smith. These are the books lockerbie said Buffett recommended. Security AnalysisSrit by Columbia Business School professors Graham, the father of value investing, and David Dodd, Security Analysis highlights the basis of value investing, or buying stocks and holding them over a long period of time. The book had a huge
impact on Buffett - in fact, after learning that Graham and Dodd taught at Columbia University, Buffett contacted Dodd and asked to be admitted for classes there. I said, 'Dear Professor Dodd. I thought you guys were dead, but now that I found out you're alive and teaching in Columbia, I'd really like to come, Buffett told HBO's Becoming
Warren Buffett. (Buffett has his teacher there.) Smart investorBuffett has recommended Smart Investor countless times. After all, my financial life changed with this purchase [of 'Intelligent Investor'], Buffett wrote in his 2013 letter to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders. Ben's ideas were logically explained in elegant prose, easy to
understand. The book offers a deep dive into the value investing process. Of all the investments I've made, buying Ben's book was the best (except for my purchase of two marriage licenses),Buffett said in 2013. The Money Game[Goodman, Alias Smith], especially in 'The Money Game', was incredibly insightful, and knew how to make
prose also lied, Buffett told The Wall Street Journal in 2014.In The Money Game, which was published in 1968, Goodman argued that the stock market should be seen as a game and wrote of the Wall Street frenzy in the 1960s as an example. He knew how to put his finger on things no one had identified [Goodman] stuck to the facts, but
it made them a lot more interesting, Buffett said. SupermoneyPublished in 1972, Supermoney highlights the stock market in the 70s and even profiles Buffett himself. In this book, Adam Smith says I like baseball metaphors. He is is Buffett wrote in an advance to the book. So he will only describe this book as the equivalent of Don Larsen's
[New York Yankees' performance on October 8, 1956. For the uninitied, this was the day he threw the only perfect game in World Series history. Don't miss: The best 0% APR credit cards so you can finance your debt or new interest-free purchasesCheck out: The 5 books bill Gates recommends reading this holiday season Warren Buffett
has a reputation as a voracious reader, and reportedly spends up to 80 percent of his day buried in books, newspapers and reports of various kinds. As someone who consumes hundreds of pages every day, he is in an excellent position to recommend books. According to his profile in BookAuthority, these nine are some of his favorites.
The book of Vanguard Group founder John C. Bogle has been called the Investment Bible, and by all accounts deserves praise. Buffett himself explains that the author has done more to guide American investors than any other individual, and acknowledges that Bogle is pleased to know that he helped millions of investors realize much
better returns on their savings than they otherwise would have earned. He is a hero to them and to me. Only Buffett's words will do the smart investor justice. In the Preface to the fourth edition, he writes, I read the first edition of this book in the early 1950s, when I was nineteen. I thought then that it was by far the best book on investment
ever written. I still think it is. He continues to point out that sound investment requires nothing more than the right intellectual framework for decision-making, and concludes that The Intelligent Investor accurately and clearly prescribes the right framework. Another of Bogle's achievements makes Buffet's list, this one detailing the rise of a
speculative investment culture built around short-term gains that have outperformed long-term value-added culture. The book includes 10 useful steps for investors from all walks of life. Bogle acknowledges that his guidance may not be the best strategy ever devised. But the number of strategies that are worse is infinite. Few authors are
more qualified to write about the world of finance than former Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner. In his book, Geithner relists the days as America's financial system teetered on the brink of collapse, and offers a candid insight into the controversial steps he took to save it. Howard Marks writes with the authority of one of the most
successful investment management professionals in the business. With this book, the president and co-founder of Oaktree Capital Management offers the insight contained in each of his clients' notes in one volume, allowing anyone to learn from their time-tested philosophy. This Originally published in 1940, it offers an entertaining take
on Wall Street that remains relevant today. investments from their customers and then take a cut that ensures the benefit of financial professionals, regardless of the outcome. Buffett explains that his wisdom and humor are truly inestimable. Cristiane Correa's book tells the story of a trio of Brazilian entrepreneurs who built an empire that
eventually managed to acquire giant American brands such as Budweiser, Burger King and Heinz. The book comes with Buffett's unreas constrainted recommendation: My friend -- and now partner -- Jorge Paulo and his team are among the best entrepreneurs in the world. He is a fantastic person and his story should be an inspiration to
everyone, as it is for MiEn buffett's 2012 annual letter to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders, The Outsiders took the top spot on its recommended reading list, and called it an exceptional book about CEOs who exceled at capital allocation. In his time at Columbia University, Buffett was fortunate to have Benjamin Graham and David Dodd
as professors. I wasting no time in recognizing that together, the book and men changed my life. If that's not enough credit, he goes on to say: They set out a roadmap for investing that I've now been following for 57 years. There's been no reason to look for another. Disclaimer: Note that emmasinsight.com is a participant in some affiliate
programs, including the Amazon Services LLC Partner Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to gain advertising rates and link to Amazon.com. This means that some of the links below are affiliate links, and I will earn a commission if you buy through these links, at no additional cost to you. 5 great
books recommended by billionaire Warren Buffett. Warren Buffett remains considered one of the most successful investors in the world. Buffett is the fourth richest person in the world; It has a net worth of $88.9 billion as of December 2019. He has been chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway since 1970. Buffett has many nicknames,
such as Wizard, Oracle, or Sage d'Omaha. It was said that when he began his investment career, Buffett would read 600, 750, or 1,000 pages a day. Buffett claims that you can become smarter by reading a lot. He said he sits in his office, spending 80% of his working day reading and thinking. Read each day to build your knowledge so
you can get smarter day by day. However, only reading is not enough; how it reads issues, too. You should always be critical. You need to know what ideas/facts to think about and what to do with them. When express these ideas, it means that you have understood what you read. But there is another way to be smarter in addition to
reading. You have to surround yourself with people who aren't afraid to challenge their ideas. Warren Buffett's reading list contains the following five books: The Intelligent Investor, Investor, Benjamin GrahamBusiness Adventures Business School Professor: Twelve Classic Wall Street World Tales, John BrooksStress Test: Reflections on
Financial Crises, Tim GeithnerCommon Stocks and Uncommon Benefits, Philip FisherEssays in Persuasion, John Maynard Keynes To Help You Enter Warren Buffett's Mind, Here Are Some of His Best Recommendations: : Business, InvestmentLength: 640 pagesAudio : 17 hours and 48 minutesFirst Published: 1949 Buy here | or here
The Intelligent Investor, an investment manual written by Columbia Business School professor Benjamin Graham. First published in 1949, The Intelligent Investor is a widely acclaimed book about investing in value. Since its original publication, Graham's philosophy of value investing has made the savvy investor the bible of the stock
market. Warren Buffett said about The Intelligent Investor that it is by far the best book on investment ever written. I am sure this statement will convince you and any investor who has not read this book to pick up a copy. The savvy investor gave Buffett the intellectual framework to invest. Buffett actually said that one of the books he has
read during his childhood changed his life forever. And this book was The Intelligent Investor. This book is at the top of Warren Buffett's reading list. It is definitely the most significant book you will ever read about how to achieve your financial goals. It is a classic treatise on the philosophy behind value investing, which is the strategy that
made Buffett one of the richest people on the planet. Benjamin Graham, the author of The Intelligent Investor, also taught and inspired others around the world through his investment strategies. Buffett described Benjamin Graham as the second most influential person in his life after his own father. This book is at the top of Warren
Buffett's reading list. Business Adventures: Twelve Classic Wall Street World Tales by John BrooksGenre: Business, Personal FinanceLength: 464 PagesAudiobook Duration: 16 Hours and 53 MinutesFirst Posted: August 12, 2014 Buy Here | or here Business Adventures is really financial journalism at its best. When Bill Gates asked
Buffet in 1991 about his favorite book, Buffett responded by sending the Microsoft founder his personal copy of Business Adventures, a collection of New York stories by John Brooks. Bill Gates even blogged about this book repelling his admiration for him and his author. Bill Gates also praised this book, saying it remains the best
business book he has ever read. Business Adventures is an insightful and exciting look at corporate and financial life in the States It is about human nature in the context of the businesses, strengths and weaknesses of leaders in difficult circumstances. Although this book is just a collection of New Yorker articles from the 1960s, their
lessons remain relevant today as they were at the time. That way, John Brooks' Brooks' Business Adventures, has resheld at the top of the Amazon and NYT bestseller lists. Stress Test: Reflections on The Financial Crises of Timothy GeithnerGenre: BiographyLength: 592 PagesAudiobook Duration: 18 Hours and 23 MinutesFirst Posted:
January 1, 2014 Buy Here | or here According to Warren Buffet, Stress Test is a must read for anyone in management. This revealing memoir belongs to former US Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner. Stress test is a hopeful story about public service. This is the financial crisis of 2008. In these memoirs, Tim Geithner explains how
America withstood the final stress test of its political and financial systems. Timothy F. Geithner helped the United States navigate the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression, from boom to bust to rescue to recovery. Stress Test is a first-hand account of leading a wing of government through an economic catastrophe. If this book
has a place on Warren Buffett's reading list, you should definitely read it. Stress Test is also a valuable guide that shows how governments can better manage other financial crises. Common Stock and Uncommon Profits from Philip FisherGenre: Personal FinanceLength: 320 PagesAudiobook Duration: 2 Hours and 55 MinutesFirst
Posted: 1958 Buy here | or here The book was first published in 1958. Philip Fisher is one of the most influential investors of all time. In addition to Benjamin Graham, Buffett also holds Philip Fisher in the highest regard saying that common stock and uncommon profits is a very very good book. Philip Fisher, who specializes in investing in
innovative companies, is widely respected and admired as an investor. Philip Fisher's investment philosophy, first published nearly 60 years ago, remains the test of time. With material updated by the author's son, this investment guide will allow the reader to make smart investment commitments. Philip Fisher's investment techniques are
studied and applied by current financiers and investors. Essays in Persuasion by John Maynard KeynesGenre: Economic PolicyLength: 384 PagesFirst Published: 1931 Buy here | or here John Maynard's book Keynes, Essays in Persuasion, would always make an ideal gift, and should be part of each reader's personal library. According
to Buffett, Essays on Persuasion is a must read because it will make you smarter about values and markets. Essays in persuasion is widely regarded as one of the 100 best books of all time. Initially published in 1931, it is a remarkably prophetic volume covering a wide range of issues in the political economy on issues such as inflation,
monetary policy and labor forces. John Maynard Keynes' writings remain relevant today. I recommend Warren's reading list for everyone who wants to know more about money. Everyone should get a good financial education, and Warren Buffett's reading list is a great start. There are also other books that Warren Buffet recommends. If
you are You Should Look For Jack: Warren Buffett's Essays by Warren Buffett; Directly from the intestine by Jack Welch; Take the street by Arthur Levitt; Cristiane Correa's Big Dream; Limping on Water by Phil Beuth and K.C. Schulberg; The Clash of Cultures by John Bogle; First a dream of Jim Clayton and Bill Retherford; Most
importantly illuminated by Howard Marks. Brands.
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